Dear Educators,

Are you looking for an exceptional science experience for you Grade 7 or 8 class with no entrance fee? BASEF 2021 has adapted our Activity Morning into a weeklong experience with Special Premier Events that are Live! These science-based events will happen the week of March 21st, 2021. This can be your class’ Science and Technology virtual school trip for this year! All you need to do is register your class to get the specific access code for the Premier Online Events listed below.

**The Canadian Niagara Power Station Attraction**  
March 21st @ 7pm

Take an exclusive look inside at the Power Station that will become a new attraction to Niagara Falls this summer! The Rankine Power Station located just South of Niagara (Horseshow) Falls, has undergone major renovations to become operational and updated with technology that has direct connections to the work of Tesla!

**A Tour of the Universe**  
March 23rd @ 7pm

In this expansive tour of the universe, you will travel from the comfort of our home planet through the solar system to visit the current Rovers on Mars and the rings of Saturn, before heading out into deep space. You will leave the Milky Way galaxy to travel to the furthest reaches of the universe and come face to face with the incredible vastness of our cosmos before returning to Earth.

**McMaster Engineering Programs for Grades 9-12**  
March 24th @ 7pm

Interested in Engineering? Got Questions? Join McMaster Engineering’s Venture Academy to learn more about exciting STEM-based learning opportunities for high school students in July and August. Additionally, McMaster’s Faculty of Engineering will be available for you to ask questions to live!
**Magic of Molecules: McMaster Chemistry Show**  March 25th @ 7pm

Each year at our Activity Morning, McMaster Chemistry department has been our Grand Finale with their riveting demonstrations and LOUD BOOMS! This year, the department has totally revamped their Magic of Molecules show with a profound virtual version which will allow for demonstrations previously not allowed in our regular format of Activity Morning at the theatre. Be prepared for demonstrations ranging from colour changes to Explosions!

**Virtual Science Library** — Content provided by various supporters of BASEF

We would also like to welcome you and your class to explore our Virtual Science Library, where you will find Video Shorts from various supporters of BASEF, ranging in different science-based topics. These can be viewed anytime at

[https://www.basef.ca/basef2021/activity-day-2021/](https://www.basef.ca/basef2021/activity-day-2021/)  
password: virtual

---

**To Gain Access to any of our Premier Events**

**Click Here**  
Complete the form and your unique link and access code will be emailed to you to then distribute to your students!

---

Look to the BASEF website for updates and additional information about the complete fair experience for Grades 7-12 students. [https://www.basef.ca/](https://www.basef.ca/)

---

Thanks, and we hope that you will join us!
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